
THE NATURAL LANDSCAPE AND EARLY
TOPOGRAPHY by Steven Teague
A geoarchaeological survey and watching brief on
geotechnical boreholes enabled models of the pre-
Holocene and Holocene topography of the site to be
compiled (see Champness, Chapter 7 and DVD
section 02.27), the main conclusions of which are
reported here. The mapping of the gravel topog-
raphy prior to major Holocene sedimentation
demonstrated gradually lower elevations in the
middle of the site, representing two former
meanders of the River Avon. The site appears to
occupy an area of the Avon floodplain that was
fluvial in the late Pleistocene and early Holocene.
The beginnings of Holocene sedimentation saw the
accumulation of laminated sands and silts. These
represent in-channel fluvial deposits that would
have been affected by tidal fluctuations. The
absence of any laterally extensive organic deposits
and the dynamic nature of the deposits within the
sequence make dating the channels or edge
environments problematic, but it is likely that these
high-energy and dynamic fluvial deposits pre-
dated human activity in the immediate area. These
deposits were sealed by clay silt over-bank alluvia-
tion that potentially marked a shift in the path of the
river to the north of site.
    The site occupied a low-lying, formerly marshy
area adjacent to a bend in the River Avon that
remained susceptible to over-bank alluviation prior
to and during drainage of the area during the early-
middle 12th century. The earliest activity during
Periods 1 and later directly overlay alluvium
deposited as a result of sporadic flooding of this
riverside area throughout prehistory and the early
historic period, the surface of which was recorded
generally at between +6.4m and +7.0m OD across
the site. Within Area 1, where its undisturbed upper
levels were exposed over a large area, this material
was variably described as firm light blue or blue
clay that contained no inclusions but often with
mottling of orange/brown clay and occasionally
with rare small red stones. A machine-excavated
section through ditch 7496 (Period 0, below)
provided an opportunity to examine a c 3m deep

slot through the deposit, which showed inter-
changing layers of blueish grey and greyish brown
clayey deposits, increasingly sandy towards the
bottom of the slot. The brown hue of the deposits
intensified towards the surface, most likely due to
oxidisation. A similar sequence was observed
throughout the site, wherever deeper interventions
exposed the alluvial sequence. In some instances a
few fragments of pottery of early-middle 12th
century date were recovered, concentrated towards
the top of exposed natural alluvium at the interface
with Period 2 worked garden soils although some of
the sherds were of later date and therefore likely to
be intrusive.

PERIOD 0: LATE SAXON–EARLY ANGLO-
NORMAN TRANSITION (c 950-1100)
by Steven Teague
A very large curvilinear ditch was dug across the
west side of the site, broadly following a NW-SE
alignment, and extending beyond the site at both
ends (Fig. 2.1). Its fills indicate that it was tidally
inundated and possibly permanently water-filled.
Its size, position and orientation suggest that it
served as a major boundary feature with a drainage
function. It formed the boundary between Temple
Fee and Redcliff Fee, which were both established
between 1128 and 1148. In subsequent periods the
ditch was recut in a narrower form along the same
alignment, being replaced by a brick-built culvert
and ultimately by a ceramic water pipe during the
19th century. Throughout the medieval period and
up to the 19th century it formed the rear boundary
between properties on Temple Street and St
Thomas Street. Surviving property deeds of the
14th century refer to it as the Law Ditch (see
Chapter 1). Although this name is not attested for
this feature at any earlier point, and other
boundary ditches referred to as Law Ditches are
known to have existed, we have used the term to
refer to this feature throughout the present report
to distinguish it from the many other ditches
excavated on the site.
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Fig. 2.1 Plan of all Period 0 and 1 features
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Dating evidence
No dating evidence was recovered from the
earliest iteration of the ditch (7496) and a subse-
quent recut (7497) could only be dated to the early
11th to mid 12th century on the basis of two radio-
carbon dates obtained from its earliest fill. Several
small sherds of pottery were found, most likely
representing a variant of Bath A courseware, which
occurs in Bristol mainly during the 12th and 13th
centuries but could feasibly be of 11th century date
(see Cotter, Chapter 6). Nevertheless, the earliest
ditch marks a clear horizon in the history of the
site, after which occupation would have
commenced.

Law Ditch 7496 (Group A1.2) (Figs 2.2-2.5)

The ditch ran across the western side of Area 1 and
its profile was revealed by a number of machine-
excavated sondages. Much of the feature had been
removed or obscured by later recutting or other
disturbances, but enough survived of its east and
west sides to suggest it lay on the same NW-SE
alignment as its narrower, and better preserved,
successors. The ditch was exposed for a length of
55m and began to curve towards the west at the
northern edge of the excavation area. In its earliest
form (4535, Fig. 2.4) it measured at least 7.2m wide
and 2.5m deep, with a wide, concave and rather
irregular base at c 3.7m OD. Where the original west
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Fig. 2.2 Plan of Period 0 and 1 features in Area 1
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side of the ditch survived it was steep and vertical
at the top, probably as a result of water action and
the collapse of the sides. The form and location of
the original east side of the ditch are unknown as it
had been removed by a later recut. The base of the
ditch rose sharply towards the northern edge of
Area 1, suggesting that it may not have extended
much further beyond this point. The earliest fills
(4652 and 4654) comprised thin mid-grey clay
containing lenses of sand and alluvium, suggesting
that they were waterborne in origin. The fills above
(4540 and 4651) were similar but more compact and
contained organic smears and less sand. The upper-
most surviving fill (4539) was bluish clay that
extended almost to the top of the ditch, which
would suggest that it was allowed to silt up
completely before it was recut. No dating evidence
or other anthropogenic material was recovered
from these fills, suggesting that the ditch may have
lain some distance from the nearest settlement or
other activity. On the east side of the ditch, roughly
half way along the part that was exposed by the
excavation, was a short spur that ran for 4.4m
approximately at right-angles to the main align-
ment. The fills of the ‘spur’ were indistinguishable
from those of the main ditch. 

The ditch was subsequently recut on the same
alignment, when it appears to have been almost
completely emptied out and enlarged to a maximum
width of c 15.5m. The section cut across its northern
half revealed the width of the recut ditch here to be
c 12.6m (4893, Fig. 2.4); the sides were less steep than
those of the earlier ditch, with a narrower and slightly
concave base. The earliest fills comprised a thin,
compact bluish clay (4650 and 4653) with rare organic
smears and inclusions, the nature of which suggests
it was water-deposited, although its compactness
may suggest that it had been deliberately deposited
to form a waterproof lining at the base of the ditch.
Four sherds of pottery from an unidentified fabric,
probably a coarse variant of Bath A ware (Cotter,
Chapter 6), were recovered from fill 4650 and could
feasibly date as early as the 11th century but are more
likely to be of 12th-century date. A buttercup seed
from fill 4653 gave a radiocarbon date of cal AD 1021-
1155 (NZA 30143) and a hazelnut shell from the same
context gave a date range of cal AD 991-1152 (NZA
30153). The ditch was effectively levelled with two
fills of sterile mid-grey clay (4537 and 4538) that were
possibly alluvial in origin. They differed only in that
the lower fill (4538) was more bluish in colour and
contained organic smearing.
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Fig. 2.3 Machine-excavated section showing basal levels of ditch 7496, Period 0, looking north-west. Scales 1m and 2m
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    A similar profile was partially exposed in a
section excavated to the south, which probably
represented the east edge of the same ditch (7408,
Fig. 2.5). A similar sequence of fills of sterile grey
clay were recorded here, although the upper fill
(7414) had been punctured by several shallow
channels filled with grey alluvium (7454, 7443 and
7413), suggesting restricted flow of water through a
clogged-up channel.

PERIOD 1: EARLY ANGLO-NORMAN
PERIOD (c AD 1100-1150) by Steven Teague

Dating evidence
Period 1 represents the earliest occupation of the
site. The pottery assemblage was dominated by
Ham Green wares and Ham Green Redware, which
account for over 80% of the material. Only in a few
instances was it possible to distinguish between the
two types of Ham Green ware (Fabrics A and the
later Fabric B), but where the fabric could be
positively identified, this exclusively comprised
earlier, Ham Green A fabric (Cotter, Chapter 6).
Dendrochronological dating from a timber associ-
ated with a structure fronting the east side of
Temple Street suggests a felling date of 1099-1131,
which, together with the ceramic evidence, suggests
that the street had been laid out during the 1120s or

1130s. The area east of the Law Ditch lay within the
Temple Fee, and occupation here appears to have
commenced later in the twelve century (see Period
2, below), after drainage of the area had been
completed. Radiocarbon dating evidence from the
silting deposits of the second recutting of the Law
Ditch suggests that drainage of the area within the
Temple Fee was at an advanced stage by the middle
part of the 12th century, but it was not possible on
the available dating evidence to definitely assign
the setting-out of tenements to this period, although
this is likely to have occurred within the second half
of the 12th century, during Period 2. West of the
Law Ditch, a few sherds of South-East Wiltshire
coarseware (Fabric BPT18c) together with Ham
Green wares associated with a scatter of postholes
may imply that occupation within the Redcliff Fee
commenced slightly earlier.

Law Ditch 7497 (Group A1.3) (Figs 2.2-2.6)

After the Period 0 recut of ditch 7496 had silted up
it was again recut, this time as a narrower channel
along the centre of its earlier line, with the remains
of a wattle and timber revetment surviving
towards the north end (Fig. 2.2). The full profile of
the ditch was recorded in section (4560, Fig. 2.4 and
7453, Fig. 2.5), which revealed its width to be
c 5.5m, less than half that of the Period 0 ditch. Its
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Fig. 2.6 Timber and wattle revetment 4674 on the north-eastern side of Law Ditch 4794, looking north-east.
Scales 1m and 2m
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western edge was steep and straight, and (as
before) the east side of the channel was shallower
and more irregular, becoming steep again towards
the top. Three wooden stakes (4674) were found
along the eastern edge of the channel, driven into
the fills of the Period 0 ditch (Figs 2.2 and 2.6).
These were formed from reused timbers (unknown
species) shaped into rectangular stakes at least 1.0-
1.1m in length, and retained panels of wattle
hurdling to form a revetment for the ditch edge. It
is uncertain whether the whole length of the ditch
had originally been revetted in this way, or whether
this was support for a localised area of the ditch
where the side had become unstable. The earliest
fills of the ditch (4647-9 and 4567, Fig. 2.4 and 7409-
12, Fig. 2.5) were grey or bluish grey clays that were
rich in organic material but contained little or no
anthropogenic material and were probably
deposited by flowing water. In contrast, the later
fills were darker brown and peaty in character and
were probably deposited after the ditch had
clogged up and ceased to be maintained. A few fills
(4564, Fig. 2.4 and 7407 and 7421, Fig. 2.5)
contained small quantities of Ham Green ware (c
1120-1300) and a cattle hide off-cut was found in fill
4566. A radiocarbon date of cal AD 1031-1162 (NZA
30154) was obtained from a hazelnut shell from fill
4564 and a date of cal AD 1018-1155 was obtained
from a sheep or goat pelvis from fill 4417 (NZA
30159). Taken together, this evidence suggests that
the upper fills of ditch 7497 date from the early to
middle 12th century. 

The Redcliff Fee

Building 20001 (Group A1.5) (Fig. 2.2)

A possible structure or fenced area was identified,
comprising three postholes (3459, 3391 and 3461)
forming a row parallel to, and clipping the west
edge of the silted-up Period 0 Law Ditch 7496.
Further postholes (3373 and 3403) formed a right-
angled return towards the north-west and may
have formed the north wall of a timber structure. A
further but rather indistinct shallow posthole
(3523) may have formed part of a third side to the
structure, which on this evidence could have
measured 5.5 x 5.0m. All were sub-circular, with
bowl-shaped profiles and measured 0.60-0.80m in
diameter and 0.20-0.50m deep. One posthole (3391)
contained a small quantity of hammerscale and
microslag runs, implying that iron smithing may
have occurred within this structure. Flat-bottomed
curvilinear gully 3397, possibly a drain, was
contained within the footprint of the proposed
structure, although it cut posthole 3523. Two pits
(3498 and 3437) located to the south may have been
associated with the use of the structure, one of
which (3498) contained part of a smithing hearth
bottom and a small quantity of microslag (such as
hammerscale).

Other evidence (Groups A1.4 and A1.6) (Fig. 2.2)

A scatter of shallow postholes to the south (3386,
3474 and 3439) and a possible beam-slot (3383)
suggest the presence of further structures or fences
in this area. 

The Temple Fee

Temple Street (Groups A2.1, A4.2 and A5.1) 
(Figs 2.1 and 2.7-10)

Two ditches, one within Area 2 and the second
positioned along the western edge of Areas 4 and 5,
correspond to each side of the road that later
became Temple Street and probably represent early
roadside ditches (Figs 2.1 and 2.7). No evidence for
early surfaces of the road had survived the exten-
sive truncation by 19th-century and later features. 
    The western roadside ditch (6045, Group A2.1)
was a substantial NW-SE aligned feature that
extended for a distance of 54m, traversing almost the
entire length of Area 2. At its northern end the ditch
began to bend sharply to the north/north-east and a
possible spur branched off toward the south-west.
This may represent a junction with a second ditch
but the fills were indistinguishable at this point.
Ditch 6045 (Fig. 2.8) survived to a maximum width
of 2.4m. It had steep sides (at approximately 60°)
with a narrow, concave base and was a maximum of
0.97m deep with three distinct fills. Its primary fill
(6019) comprised soft black silty clay with a high
organic content including abundant waterlogged
cereal/grass straw that probably represented
stabling waste (Jones and Smith, Chapter 7). This
represented primary silting under damp conditions
and was allowed to fill about half the ditch. The
second fill (6018) comprised greyish blue clay with a
plastic consistency with wood fragments and
occasional stones, and suggests gradual silting. The
top fill (6004) was similar but darker in colour and
contained laminated lenses of organic material. A
0.25m-thick spread of black, organic-rich silty clay
(6104) immediately adjacent to the west side of the
ditch resembled its primary fill and may have been
upcast derived from cleaning out the ditch. The fills
were rich in domestic refuse, especially animal and
fish remains. A large number of smithing hearth
bottoms were recovered from the upper fill of the
northernmost part of the ditch, perhaps deposited
from iron smithing activity undertaken in adjacent
area to the west. There were also significant quanti-
ties of cattle horncores and several off-cuts of leather
hide, suggesting horn- or leatherworking activity
close by. Leather shoes were also preserved in the
anaerobic conditions and included complete
examples (Mould, Chapter 6). 
    The eastern roadside ditch (1242/2091, Groups
A4.2 and A5.1) had been largely removed by a later
recut (Period 2 ditch 1009), evidence of which
survived in only one section in Area 4 (Fig 2.9). Only
part of the western side and base survived, though
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its profile and depth closely resembled ditch 6045.
However, its primary fill (1241, 2090) differed in
that it comprised blue-grey clay that contained
common black patches or streaks of organic
material. Further evidence for this ditch was found
in a machine-excavated slot on the south-western
edge of Area 5 (Fig 2.10), where it measured at least
2.3m wide and 1.0m deep and had a steep north-
eastern edge, the opposite side being truncated. The
fills above (2088 and 2089) comprised mid bluish
grey silty clay with a high organic content and were
probably deposited under damp conditions.

West of Temple Street (Figs 2.2 and 2.7)

The was little evidence for activity in this area
predating the reclamation layers of Period 2
(Group A1.11, below), although it is not possible to
know how much may have been destroyed by the
post-medieval cellaring within the frontage area in
Area 1.

Structure 6041 (Group A2.5) (Fig. 2.7)

A line of regularly spaced circular postholes, all
filled with redeposited natural, ran alongside the
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Fig. 2.7 Plan of Period 1 features east of Temple Street, Areas 2, 4 and 5
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western edge of roadside ditch 6045. The post-
holes were all very shallow (0.03-0.07m deep),
suggesting that they had been cut from a higher
level, and it is possible that further, shallower
postholes had not survived. Their position and
alignment would suggest they were contemporary
with the ditch. They may have represented a fence
separating the ditch from activity to the west or
the eastern wall of a building or other structure
fronting the street.
    Further west, close to the Law Ditch, was a
scatter of three shallow pits (Fig. 2.2), two of which
(7298 and 7347) may have been tree holes.

East of Temple Street (Figs 2.7 and 2.11-2.12)

Dumped layers and surfaces (Groups A4.2 and A4.4)
(Fig. 2.7)

Evidence for occupation was largely confined to the
southern part of Area 5. where two buildings were
constructed that represented the earliest evidence
for a tenement in this area. The area to the north,
within Area 4, seems to have remained open,
perhaps because it remained too damp for perma-
nent occupation. Here, above the natural levels were
spreads of redeposited alluvium (Group A4.2),
including 1019, a 0.35m-thick deposit of dirty light
brown clay that pre-dated Period 2 ditch 1009 (Fig.
2.7). This material may have been deliberately
dumped in order to raise the ground during recla-
mation for later occupation. Near the eastern edge of
Area 4 were traces of a NE-SW aligned ditch (1344,
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Fig. 2.8 Period 1 roadside ditch 6045 on the western
side of Temple Street, looking south-east. Scale 1m

Fig. 2.9 Section through Period 1 roadside ditches 1242 and 1009 on the east side of Temple Street
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Group A4.4) that measured 0.80m in both width and
depth and had vertical sides and a flat base (Fig.
2.11). There was some evidence that it represented a
recut of an earlier ditch or that it may have been
lined with timber that had subsequently been
removed. It had a primary organic silting but had
then been deliberately backfilled with gravelly clay.
It may have been an open drain that formed part of
a drainage system during reclamation of the area.
    Overlying layer 1019 and cut by Period 2 ditch
1009 was a compact spread of gravel over which
were a few flat sandstone slabs (1030). Contained
within the gravel were several large fragments of
smithing hearth bottoms that had been used as
hardcore. This may have represented a deliberately
laid surface, since it was set in a slight hollow
within layer 1019. It could have been a path running
beside the street or served as hard-standing to
support a floor within a building that did not other-
wise survive.

Building 2792 (Group A5.2) (Figs 2.7 and 2.12)

Immediately to east of the projected line of roadside
ditch 2091 was an arrangement of large rectangular
postholes (2733, 2746, 2762 and 2767). They were all
cut through a make-up layer (2461, not illustrated)
of hard mottled green clay, 0.30m thick, that
possibly originally represented upcast from the
ditch but was used as a platform for the building.
The postholes contained the remnants of large
rectangular wooden posts that probably formed
part of a substantial timber building. Each post was
placed in a vertical-sided, rectangular pit 0.80-1.1m
across. Postholes 2733 and 2746 were more than
twice as deep as the others, although this could
have been the result of variable truncation. The
largest posts, both 0.31-0.32m across, were
contained within pits 2733 and 2762, whilst the
other posts were less than half their width at 0.12-

0.14m. One post (2746) was supported upon flat
sandstone slabs and a second (2733) upon an off-cut
derived from a timber board. The south-eastern
posthole (2762) also contained a fragment from a
horizontal plate or sill beam that slotted into a
mortise on the side of the post (Fig. 2.12). The beam
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Fig. 2.10 Section through Period 1 roadside ditch 2091 on the east side of Temple Street

Fig. 2.11 Period 1 ditch 1344, looking south-west. Scale 1m
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was positioned edge-on and measured 0.14m wide
and 0.04m deep, projecting north-west towards
posthole 2767. The area around each post and the
edge of the pit had been packed with redeposited
clay and alluvium. A dendrochronological sample
taken from post timber 2764 (from posthole 2762)
indicated a felling date in the period 1099-1131; 
no other dating evidence was recovered from the
postholes.

The posts formed a regular and almost rectangular
arrangement, with the largest (2733 and 2762)
possibly representing opposite corners of the
building. The putative building measured 8.3m in
length and 4.3m in width, although it appeared to
narrow to a width of around 3.6m towards the south.
Postholes 2746 and 2767 appear to have been roughly
centrally placed along its south-western and north-
eastern walls. A further shallow square posthole
(2736) occupied a central position on the longitudinal
axis and may have served as support for the roof. No
internal floors were found, although a thin spread of
charcoal-rich sandy silt (2732, not illustrated) around
the north-western part of the building may have
been contemporary. It contained an appreciable
quantity of fish bones, suggesting the preparation or
consumption of food in this area. It also contained
hammerscale and slag dribbles, suggesting either
that smithing was also being undertaken within or
close to the building or that such material was
imported as make-up for the floor.

Building 2027 (Group A5.3) (Fig. 2.7)

To the east of Building 2792 was a group of eight
postholes that may have been contemporary and
possibly formed part of a rectangular building. This
represented stratigraphically the earliest activity in
this area and were all cut directly into the under-
lying alluvium. Postholes 2760, 2752 and 2571
formed a straight NE to SW alignment and were
spaced at equal intervals. Postholes 2549 and 2362

were aligned at right-angles to the west side of this
line, possibly representing a second wall, and
postholes 2430, 2760 and possibly posthole 2758
may have represented a north-eastern wall. Since no
further postholes were found to the north, posthole
2362 may have marked the north-west corner of this
building, giving it dimensions of 7.8 x 5.4m. The
postholes were circular and measured 0.40-0.56m in
diameter and 0.25-0.31m deep, apart from posthole
2752 which was considerably shallower at 0.12m
deep. Postholes 2430 and 2549 contained the
remnants of square wooden posts, one of which
(T2021 from 2549) comprised the end of a possible
oak post measuring 0.18m across. Posthole 2760
contained a large flat stone at its base on which a
post would have stood, suggesting it originally
supported a heavy load-bearing wooden post. 

Around the western corner of Building 2027 were
a number of shallow gullies that were no more than
0.70m wide and 0.21m deep. Two of these (2483 and
2485) ran parallel to the west side of the building,
while the third (2484) ran from the north-west
corner. Their shape and profile suggest that they
may have been beamslots, although their proximity
to each other and the absence of any returns would
seem to preclude this. Alternatively, they may have
been drainage gullies, perhaps originally lined with
timber, associated with the building. The presence
of a fourth gully (2366) apparently linking gullies
2583 and 2485 could offer further evidence to
support this view.

PERIOD 2: LATE ANGLO-NORMAN PERIOD
(c AD 1150-1225) by Kate Brady and Steven Teague
During this period occupation spread to much of
the part of the Temple Fee that lay within the
excavated area, and tenements were laid out on
both sides of Temple Street (Fig. 2.13). In contrast,
there was no evidence for activity on the west side
of the Law Ditch, within the area of the Redcliff Fee.

Dating evidence
Ham Green ware and Ham Green Redware (both
c 1120-1300) continued to dominate the pottery
assemblage during Period 2, but the latter fabric
increased in proportion to comprise three-quarters
of the combined total of these two fabrics. In a few
contexts the later Ham Green B ware (c 1175-1300)
was identified. The introduction from c 1150-70 of
the imported French Fine White Sandy ware and
North French Monochrome ware, albeit in small
quantities, marked the defining fabrics of this
period. This suggests that the plots on the west side
of Temple Street were laid out slightly later than
those on the east side of the street, perhaps during
the mid-late 12th century. Dendrochronogical
dating obtained from a timber-lined pit from a
previously vacant plot on the east side of Temple
Street showed that settlement was expanding by
1200-01.
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Fig. 2.12 Posthole 2762 with surviving timber post
and base plate, Structure 2792, Period 1, looking east.
Scale 0.3m
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Fig. 2.13 Plan of all Period 2 features
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Law Ditch 4925 (Group A1.12) (Figs 2.13-15)

The Law Ditch was recut for the third time as ditch
4925, a much narrower channel that ran along the
eastern edge of the earlier ditch. Little of this ditch
survived, since later culverts had removed much of
the evidence. The new recut measured 2.6-3m in
width and was much shallower, at 1.6m in depth
(4920, Fig. 2.4). Its fills comprised alternate deposits
of rich organic silts, probably originating from
dumps of organic matter, and cleaner clayey silts.
At least part of the ditch was revetted on its north-
eastern side, where the remains of eight timber
stakes (Structure 4687) survived in situ, (Figs 2.14
and 2.15). Three of the stakes were identified as
maple.

The Temple Fee

Temple Street (Groups A2.2 and A4.6)
(Figs 2.13 and 2.22)

Within Area 2, the Period 1 roadside ditch 6045 on
the west side of Temple Street had completely silted
up by this time and no evidence for a recut was
found. At its northern extent, where the ditch began
to turn eastwards, it was partially overlain by a
surface of closely packed irregular sandstone
fragments in a soil matrix (6099). They appeared to
have been laid at a consistent level but their angular
nature and lack of wear suggests that they repre-
sented either a bedding layer for a surface lost to
truncation or an attempt to consolidate a muddy
thoroughfare. The surface was overlain by a 0.16m
thick spread of dark brown clay-silt that was rich in
domestic waste and appeared to represent an
accumulation of dumped deposits that had devel-
oped over it. Parts of three leather shoes (SF6004-6)
and a smithing hearth bottom were also obtained
from this surface. It is possible that shallow NE-SW
aligned gully 6070, which also cut into earlier ditch
6045, was contemporary with surface 6099. It may

have delimited the south-east extent of this surface
but a modern drain had removed the relationship
between the two.

The earlier roadside ditch on the east side of the
road was recut as a far more substantial ditch (1009,
Figs 2.9 and 2.22) with a U-shaped profile that
measured up to 4.0m across and 1.5m deep. The
ditch was seen to run NW-SE across Area 4 but was
not observed within Area 5, suggesting that it either
terminated before this point or that its continuation
here was still represented by Period 1 ditch 2091. It
was filled with mainly organic-rich dark grey clays.
Examination of the insect remains that survived
within one of its earliest fills (1239) identified a
significant quantity of drain or filter flies, which are
often associated with sewage works, together with
species associated with settlement waste. Three
smithing hearth bottoms were recovered from the
ditch together with parts of least seven leather shoes.

West of Temple Street (Figs 2.15 and 2.16)

This period sees the first evidence for widespread
occupation between the west side of Temple Street
and the recut Law Ditch 4925. The majority of the
medieval street frontage could not be investigated
owing to the presence of post-medieval cellars, and
most of the excavated features were related to
backyard activity. The main exception to this was
the north-eastern corner of Area 1 where there was
sufficient survival to allow a frontage building to
be investigated (Building 20004). There was
substantial evidence for craft-working in addition
to domestic occupation. Numerous ditches and
gullies were identified on broadly parallel NE-SW
alignments running between Temple Street and the
Law Ditch. All of these are likely to have had some
drainage function, but it is also likely that some of
the more substantial and durable of them served to
demarcate tenements. Table 2.1 summarises the
potential boundary features of Period 2, which are
described below. Property references are correlated
with the five properties (TSW1-5) identified in
Period 4, which by this period were more deter-
minable and marked by stone walls (see Chapter 3
and Table 3.1). It is likely that some of the larger
Period 4 properties (eg TSW3 and TW4) were
formed by the amalgamation of a larger number of
originally narrower plots. Each property and its
associated features are described below, working
from south to north.

Reclamation layer 7498 and trampled path 7458 
(Group A1.11)
Prior to setting out of the properties, a thick layer of
compact redeposited alluvium (7498) was laid
down, extending for 10-30m from the eastern edge
of the Law Ditch and sealing the few Period 1
features in this area (Fig. 2.15). It was traced in
sections through the later features that cut it, which
showed that it became increasingly patchy toward
its eastern extent. The layer was probably deposited
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Fig. 2.14 Timber revetment 4687 on the north-eastern
side of Period 2 Law Ditch 4925. Scales 1m and 2m
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in order to raise the ground to make the wet,
marshy land behind the Temple Street frontage
more habitable. The extent of layer 7498 was diffi-
cult to define in places due to its similarity to the
underlying alluvium and its rather diffuse inter-
faces with later garden soils that formed as a result
of cultivation. Consequently, dating of this deposit
is somewhat problematic, but it seems to have
overlaid the Period 1 Law Ditch, although here its
subsequent cultivation had incorporated significant
quantities of later medieval pottery into the deposit.
A shallow linear hollow measuring c 30m long and
up to 4.5m wide (7458, Fig. 2.15) and filled with
trampled redeposited alluvium was probably a path
along which the reclamation material was carried
onto the site. 

Boundary ditches (Groups A1.14, A1.16, A1.18, A1.20,
A1.21 and A1.29)
The ditches (4926 and 7241) that defined either side
of Property TSW2 were of similar size, measuring
up to 1.66m wide, and varied in depth from 0.55 to
1.09m. Their fills varied along their length, but
suggested episodes of silting with material derived
from the underlying alluvium interspersed with
dumping of dark, organic-rich material and
domestic refuse. Both ditches would have also
served as drainage gullies, leading from the
frontage area into the Law Ditch at the rear of the
properties. Ditch 7241, after an early silting event,
appeared to have been lined with medium to large
sandstone slabs, perhaps to aid drainage. A narrow
gully seen in the base of the ditch may also have
been for this purpose, perhaps to channel liquid
more effectively. Both ditches were recut during
Period 3 before being replaced by walls demarking
the property boundaries during Period 5. The
northern boundary ditch (7241) corresponds closely

to a property division shown on the 1st Edition
Ordnance Survey map.
    The northern boundary of TSW3 was not easily
discernible until Period 5, when it marked by a stone
wall, the alignment of which corresponds with the
rear boundary of properties on the newly created
Bath Street, as depicted on the 1st Edition Ordnance
Survey map (Fig. 4.20). However, it was probably
defined during Period 2 by a lane defined by two
parallel and shallow gullies (7290 and 7318), which
extended alongside this later boundary. It is also
possible that TSW3 was subdivided into two equal
parts, TSW3(N) and TSW3(S), by shallow gully
(7284) and its likely westwards continuation (4777). 
    The northern boundary of Property TSW4 was
delimited by gully 4514, the projected alignment of
which corresponded roughly with the north side of
Building 20004.
    Property TSW5 was subdivided into two
tenements, TSW5(N) and TSW5(S), by a substantial
ditch (4516) that extended for a length of at least
25m and probably drained into the Law Ditch. At its
widest point it measured 1.46m and was up to
0.38m deep. Its southern edge had been recut by
Period 3 (4515). A gully (4611) ran parallel to its
north side, perhaps indicating the presence of a lane
between the tenements. A stone wall (4032) ran
along the line of its northern edge during Period 4,
suggesting that this boundary was maintained into
the post-medieval period. 

Property TSW1
Only a small area at the rear of the tenement was
exposed, within which no Period 2 features were
identified.

Property TSW2
A total of eleven pits (Group A1.15) were identified
within the boundaries of the property, distributed
fairly evenly along most of its length. Most of the pits
were subrectangular, although the smaller pits
located towards the frontage were subcircular (7039,
3623, 4207 and 4261) and shallower, measuring no
more than 0.51m in depth. Those located to the rear
tended to be deeper, three of which (3768, 4702 and
4708) were quite substantial, measuring 0.74-1.60m
deep. It is probable that many of the pits originally
served an industrial function. The primary fills of
several pits, notably 3768 and 4708, comprised light
grey sticky clay with a slightly blue hue which may
have derived from standing water or been inserted
deliberately as waterproofing. 
    Pit 4708 contained the remains of timbers derived
from a collapsed timber structure or lining (Fig.
2.17). It is likely that this pit originally served an
industrial function, perhaps to retain liquid. The
timbers from pit 4708 (T3057, T3060, T3061, T3062,
T3064, T3065, T3066 and T3073) included many
reused pieces, some of which were from a cask with
markings. Where identifiable to species all were of
oak. Their presence, combined with the squared
shape of the lower part of the cut, suggests that a
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Table 2.1  Period 2 properties and property boundaries
on the west side of Temple Street

Property                            Evidence

Property TSW1               None in this period

Boundary                          Ditch 4926 (Group A1.14)
Property TSW2               Pits (Group A1.15)

Boundary                          Ditches 7241/4672 (Group A1.16)
Property TSW3(S)          Pits (Group A1.17)

Boundary?                        Gullies 4777 and 7284 (Group A1.18)
Property TSW3(N)         Pits (Group A1.19)

Boundary                          Lane – gullies 7290/7318 (Group A1.20)
Property TSW4               Building 20004 (Group A1.23)

Boundary?                        Gully 4514 (Group A1.21)
Property TSW5(S)          Building 4820 (Groups A1.24 and A1.26) 

                                         and pits (Group A1.25)

Boundary                          Ditch 4516 and gully 4611 (Group A1.29) 
Plot TSW5(N)                 Pits (Group A1.28)
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timber structure was situated within it, but due to
its collapsed state its precise form and function
could not be established.
    Pit 3768, which measured 1.05m in depth, had a
step about halfway down, perhaps to allow access
and may have been used for dyeing, since several of

its fills contained fragments of madder root (Jones,
Chapter 7). Pits 3771 and 4348 were much shallower
and were connected by a gully, suggesting the
transfer of liquids. They may have been associated
with the use of pit 3768. Pit 4702 was connected to
boundary ditch 7241 by a shallow gully (4220),
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Fig. 2.15 Plan of Period 2 features west of Temple Street, Area 1
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perhaps to channel excess liquid from the pit. Pits
3623 and 7039 (Fig. 2.18) appeared to comprise a
linked pair, with pit 7039 significantly shallower
than its companion, and they may have been used
in a process that required easy reach/access. The
pits had very similar sequences of three fills,

suggesting that they were filled at the same time by
the same deposits. The western pit (3623) had
shallow postholes in each of the two surviving
corners, which perhaps once supported a structure
related to its use. The fills of both features were rich
in wood fragments and charcoal and occasional
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Fig. 2.16 Group plan of Period 2 features west of Temple Street, Area 1
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bark fragments, the latter possibly suggesting an
association with the tanning process. Horncores
were common, particularly from pits 4702, 4708 and
4914 which each produced several cattle examples,
whilst pits 3768 and 4207 produced only sheep/
goat examples. This material clearly derived from
dumping of waste after the features had gone out of
use but perhaps suggests that horn-working or
possibly tanning was undertaken in the vicinity. Pit
7039 provided evidence of wool processing in the
vicinity, with the identification of sheep keds in
sample 3328.

Pit 4431, recut as pit 4388, straddled the northern
boundary of the property and was perhaps deliber-
ately placed at the eastern end of drainage ditch
7241. Its basal fills comprised black waterlogged
silt that contained leather off-cuts and shoe
fragments (SF3175, SF3176, SF11014) which may
have derived from leatherworking on the property.
A large and varied fish bone assemblage was also
obtained from this fill, suggesting the inclusion of
domestic refuse. Analysis of soil sample 3175
suggested that straw had entered the pit and the
associated beetle species were consistent with
decayed stabling waste. Flax seeds suggested
textile processing was also undertaken nearby.

Food waste included hazelnuts, apple and
abundant eggshell. The primary fills of the recut pit
produced further flax seeds, but also a sheep ked
and a sheep louse, probably brought to the site with
wool fleece, which may have been processed here.
Further plant remains associated with textile
dyeing were also found, including madder root
fragments and weld seeds and twigs from coppice
stools of ‘dyer’s greenweed’.
    Most of the pits were eventually used to dispose
of domestic refuse, which included large quantities
of kitchen waste in pits 3768, 4702, 4612 and 4914.
An environmental sample taken from a secondary
fill of pit 3768 (sample 3286) contained abundant
fragmented cereal bran, apple core, and seeds
including apple, bullace, cherry, hazel and bramble.
The presence of trickling filter flies in the sample
indicated that cess had been deposited in the pit
and the deposition of cess was also indicated in the
secondary fills of pit 3768 by concretions of miner-
alised organic remains (sample 3324). Leather shoe
fragments were recovered from pits 3623 (SF11029)
and 7039 (SF3328) and parts of a turnshoe,
including a complete child’s size sole (SF3187), were
found in pit 3768.
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Fig. 2.17 Collapsed timber lining in Period 2 pit 4708, TSW2. Scales 1m and 0.5m
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Property TSW3(S)
This property contained a total of five pits (Group
A1.17), three of which (4146, 4919 and 4935) formed
a group probably associated with industrial activity,
whilst the shallow pits 7266 and 7280, located to the
north-east, probably served as refuse pits.
Adjoining rectangular pits 4935 and 4919 appeared
to have been open at the same time and may have
been associated with a process that required liquid.
The wider pit (4935) measured 4.3m in length and
0.57m deep and its base sloped to the south-west. Its
fills were rich in cattle horncores, suggesting that
processing of hides (for tanning?) or horn using
liquid was undertaken here or nearby. Smaller pit
4919 was considerably deeper, at 1.5m, and its
earliest fills (4880 and 4879) comprised soft, clean
blueish clays suggestive of standing water or water-
proofing. The pit was associated with the remains of
two 0.30m wide sandstone-built walls (4330 and
4505) that extended round its south and east sides.
A break in the east wall appeared to be designed to
allow water to drain through into the pit. It is
possible that adjacent rectangular pit 4146 was
associated with this activity, but too little of it
survived to be certain. The latter pit was notable for
containing a rare example of a wooden stringed
instrument bridge (Allen, Chapter 6).

Property TSW3(N)
There were a total of eight pits (Group A1.19) within
this property, forming two distinct clusters located
at either end of the surviving area of the tenement.
The pits to the west were largely subrectangular
and were between 0.40-0.77m in depth, three of
which formed an intercutting cluster. The deeper
pits (7263, 7365 and 7397) contained clay fills, which
had a distinct blueish hue, suggesting that they held
standing water, possibly for some form of industrial
process. Furthermore, water beetles were found in
the primary fill of pit 7263 (sample 3366, Jones,
Chapter 7 and DVD section 02.20). However, the pit
was later used for human waste as human fleas
were also identified. Wet waste was suggested
by the presence of trickling filter flies, and a 
species typical of saline conditions, both indicative
of cess (sample 3361, Jones, Chapter 7 and DVD
section 02.20). Food remains were represented by
hazel, plum, sloe, apple endocarp, animal bone and
eggshell remains.
    The pits at the west end of the property were
largely shallow and somewhat irregular (7345, 4897,
4907) being no deeper than 0.32m and probably
served as refuse pits. The largest pit (7315)
measured 2.3m in diameter and 1.44m in depth. It
was circular with a ‘bell-shaped’ profile, with wet,
dark silty lower fills (7352 and 7338) and silty clay
fills similar to the alluvial material into which it was
cut, all suggesting it may have held water at its
base. Its fills produced eight cattle horn cores along
with leather off-cuts (SF3206, SF3207, Mould,
Chapter 6 and DVD section 02.11) from sheep/goat
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Fig. 2.18 Plan, section and photograph of pits 3623
and 7039, Period 2, TSW2. Scale 2m
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and cattle hides suggestive of leatherworking and
tanning. The upper fill of this pit (7316) provided
further evidence for industrial activity in the
vicinity, as it contained two smithing hearth bottom
fragments. Adjacent pit 4897 also produced
evidence for metalworking as it contained iron slag
run. (Keys, Chapter 6 and DVD section 02.14). To
the south of the west group were two postholes
(4836 and 7348) and possible drainage gully (7345)
that may have formed part of a small structure
associated with these pits, though not enough
evidence survived to elaborate further.

Property TSW4

Building 20004 (Group A1.23) (Figs 2.14 and 2.19-20)

An arrangement of postholes, small pits and a
beamslot suggest the presence of a timber struc-
ture fronting onto the west side of Temple Street.
All the features cut directly into the natural
alluvium and no evidence for associated surfaces
survived. Although the arrangement was not
particularly coherent, the structure appeared to be
rectangular and aligned at right angles to the
street. Its north-western wall was aligned approxi-
mately parallel to boundary gully 4514 and the
alignment of the possible lane delimited by gullies
7290 and 7318 would have passed immediately
south of its south-eastern wall, implying that the
structure occupied the full width of the property.
The roadside ditch beside Temple Street lay only
2.0m to the north-east, indicating that the structure
could not have extended much further east. The
structure probably measured between 10.6-12.6m
long and up to 7.7m wide. Most of the postholes
were oval and no more than 0.13m deep and 0.70-

0.80m in diameter and included one posthole
(7244) with a circular postpipe 0.48m in diameter.
Three larger rectangular or subrectangular
postholes (7208, 7238 and 7014) are likely to have
supported the more substantial posts. Postholes
7041 and 7208 both contained reused timber staves
that lay at the base of the features and appeared to
have been utilised as post-pads (Fig. 2.19).
Posthole 7014 additionally had the outline of a
rectangular post indicated as a postpipe 0.6m
across (Fig. 2.20). Beamslot 7206, which may have
defined part of the south-eastern wall, measured
0.74m wide and 0.67m deep, suggesting that it
contained a substantial earth-fast ground-beam.
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Fig. 2.19 Reused timber staves used as post-pads in
postholes 7014 and 7208, Period 2 Building 20004,
TSW4. left) 7014, looking west; right) 7208, looking
north-east. Scales 1m

Fig. 2.20 Section through posthole 7014, Period 2
Building 20004, TSW4
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Other features

The area immediately to the rear of Building 20004
was largely devoid of features that could be assigned
to Period 2. Shallow pit 4966 was situated just outside
the building and contained a greenish clay at its base
suggestive of cess staining. It was subsequently filled
with domestic refuse that also contained small
amounts of slag, vitrified hearth lining, and fired clay
furnace lining, probably derived from activities
undertaken within the adjacent building. Also found
in the pit was a stone spindle whorl (SF3194).

Property TSW5 (S)
Building 4820 (Groups A1.24 and A1.26) (Figs 2.15,
2.16 and 2.21)
The area towards the rear, south-western end of the
property was occupied by one or more structures
represented by a number of postholes, stakeholes
and beamslots. It was difficult to ascertain a definite
plan of the structure, although postholes 4191, 4189,
4344, 4342 and 4366 were all similar small, circular
features that formed a straight line parallel to
boundary gully 4514 and may have defined the
south-eastern wall, with the opposite wall perhaps
represented by posthole 4193 and a small posthole
cluster (4305, 4525, 4274 and 4276). The north-
eastern end of the building (or possibly a separate
structure) was represented by more substantial
subrectangular postholes including 4366, 4568, 4645
and 4730. Postholes 4568 and 4645 were set within a
single possible postpit (4508). Taken together, these
feature suggest a building measuring c 13.5 x 5.5m. 
    Gully 4609 was situated axially to the main align-
ment of the putative building and may have been
either a drain or a beamslot supporting an internal
partition. No evidence for the function of the struc-
ture was found, although adjacent postholes 4508
and 4730 contained small lumps of iron slag, the
former also producing a possible crucible or lamp
fragment.

Pits adjacent to Building 4820 (Group A1.27) 
(Fig. 2.21)
There was a cluster of seven intercutting pits
located immediately to the north-east of Building
4820. It is possible that shallow rectangular pit 4605
and adjacent deeper circular pit 4638 were associ-
ated with tanning. Pit 4605 measured at least 2.8m
in length and was 0.30 deep, whilst pit 4638 was
0.96m in depth. In contrast with pit 4638 which was
completely filled with a deliberate deposit of firm
clay, pit 4605 contained a dark brown peaty organic
deposit. Both pits contained a number of cattle and
sheep horncores, which could suggest that they
represent a pair comprising a shallow handler pit
and deeper layaway (or stacking) pit, as is typically
found on tanning sites. Pits 4392, 4721 and 4752
were shallow and no deeper than 0.58m, and two
contained sufficient quantities of pottery, fish and
animal bone to suggest that they were used as
rubbish pits. The remaining pits (4394 and 4551)

were significantly deeper, measuring 0.96-1.22m
deep, and pit 4551 may have been used as a cesspit,
since mineralised concretions and trickling filter
flies indicated that faecal matter was present in its
lower fills, together with mineralised food remains
of apple endocarp, cereal bran, sloe, strawberry and
bramble seeds and leek epidermis fragments
(samples 3195 and 3198, Chapter 7). However, the
configuration of all these pits could suggest that
they originally functioned in the same manner as
the possible tanning pits located to the west. Pit
4394 appeared to have been lined with clay, and also
produced several sheep and cattle horncores in its
backfill.

Pits at the north-eastern end of the tenement
(Group A1.25)

A group of eight pits was situated at the north-eastern
end of the tenement, and were mostly assigned to this
period on the basis of their stratigraphic relationships
since only two of the larger pits (4987 and 7097)
contained dating evidence. It is possible that the
shallow pits (7230, 7232 and 7234), each measuring no
more than 0.24m deep and containing sterile fills,
represent remnants of structural features pertaining
to a building on the street frontage but this was by no
means certain. The five larger pits (4987, 7096, 7115
and 7157) formed an intercutting group, the largest of
which (4987) may have served as a cesspit. Pit 4987
was subrectangular, measuring 1m deep, and its
earliest fills (7124 and 7123) were green and blue
clays, suggesting that it held standing water. A
sample (sample 3346, Chapter 7 and DVD section
02.23) contained plant and insect remains indicating
the deposition of settlement waste, including fly
pupae, demonstrating that liquid cess was disposed
of in the feature. Much of the material in the sample
was mineralised, including an abundance of
vivianite, which can be formed by microbial action
in wet anerobic conditions, food waste such as apple
pips, hilum (probably from cultivated pea and/or
horse bean), eggshell, eel vertebrae and ray dermal
denticles. Insects were present that suggested the
presence of decaying straw and beetle species were
indicative of decayed wood. The backfill of the pit
also including a large dump of sandstone and two
blocks of quartered structural wood (T.3101 and
T.3103), with a ‘tree nail’ in one and a rectangular cut
groove in the other. Circular pit 7096 was 0.58m in
depth and had a lining of clay suggesting that it was
intended to retain liquid. Its earlier fills were very
peaty, suggesting decayed organic matter, and the
upper fills contained a dump of sandstone rubble,
perhaps indicating that it was levelled at the same
time as pit 4987.

Property TSW5(N) (Fig. 2.15)

Only a small area of the property lay within the
excavated area and it contained seven small circular
pits, largely confined to the north-eastern end of the
tenement (Group A1.28). It is possible that five of
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the pits (4290, 4314, 4317, 4370 and 4374) were in
fact postholes, given that four of them were no more
than 0.91m in diameter and all were less than 0.26m
deep. They may have formed the rear of a building
fronting onto Temple Street, or a smaller building
set back somewhat from the frontage. Four of the

pits contained iron nail fragments, suggesting a
possible structural function. A shallow pit (4711)
located immediately to the south of the possible
structure and cut into boundary ditch 4516
contained a fragment of smithing hearth bottom
and possible smithing slag.

Fig. 2.21 Plan of Building 4820 and pit group A1.27, Period 2, TSW5
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East side of Temple Street (Fig. 2.22)

Property boundaries (Groups A4.3 and A5.8)
Period 2 saw the first discernible evidence for
property boundaries on the east side of Temple
Street, defined by ditches 1267, 2636 and possibly
2776, which were extended back at right-angles to
the street frontage and defined Properties TSE1(S),
TSE1(N) and TSE2. The boundary between TSE1(S)
and TSE1(N) was marked by ditch 2636 (Group
A5.8), which measured 0.79-0.58m wide and up to
0.22m deep. Only the eastern part of the boundary
sur vived, but its projected alignment passed
roughly between Buildings 2602 and 20018, which
probably occupied adjacent properties. The
boundary between TSE1(S) and TSE2 probably lay
within the unexcavated area between Areas 4 and 5. 
    Ditch 1267 (Group A4.3), to the north, was more
substantial and defined the northern limit of TSE2.
It measured c 1.6m in width and c 1.0m deep and
also had a U-shaped profile (1195, Fig. 2.29). It is
likely that it connected with roadside ditch 1009 and
probably also served a drainage function, since it
contained a high proportion of light grey clays,
some derived from weathering of its sides. The
third ditch (2776, Group A5.6) was also fairly
substantial, measuring c 1.3m wide and 0.60m deep
with a narrow concave base and a clay fill. It
appears subsequently to have been lined with
timber which had mostly been removed during
Period 3, although a plank measuring at least 1.8m
long and 0.30m wide survived on the base. A thin
layer of dark organic silt, presumably deposited
under damp conditions, survived above the board.
A fourth ditch (2756), which was partially exposed
along the north-eastern edge of Area 5, may have
defined the rear boundary of the tenements. It ran at
an acute angle to ditch 2636, although no intersec-
tion occurred within the excavated area and it is
uncertain whether it continued to the north. It had a
sharp, V-shaped profile and measured about 1.35m
wide and 0.70m deep. 

Property TSE1(S)

Building 2602 (Groups A5.4 and A5.6-7) (Figs 2.22-5)

To the south-east of the projected line of possible
boundary ditch 2636 were the remains of a strati-
graphically early stone-founded building (Building
2602, Group A5.6). Prior to its construction the area
within its footprint had been raised and levelled
with compact brown clay (Group A5.4, not illus-
trated), up to 0.25m thick, which was deposited
directly over the natural alluvium. Part of the
building lay outside the excavated area, but it
comprised at least two rectangular rooms, though it
is uncertain whether a third room extended it up to
the street frontage. 
    The western room was c 9.3m long, defined at the
south-west corner by wall 2716 and at the north-
eastern end by partition wall 2615, which divided it

from the eastern room. The west arm of wall 2716
was c 1.0m wide, but its northern part was only half
the width, suggesting that it may have been an
internal partition or not load bearing at this point.
The wall appeared not to extend further than 1.5m
along the north-western side of the room, since
there was no evidence that it had been robbed. It is
possible that this part of the structure was open on
its north-west side and that posthole 2317, which
occurred approximately on its line, offered struc-
tural support at this point. The room was floored
with a fairly compact reddish brown sandy silt
(2428), 0.09m thick, the red colour presumably the
result of intense scorching. The floor extended
north-westwards and slightly beyond the line of
wall 2716. Subsequently, a square stone-built hearth
(2283, Fig. 2.24) was inserted, surviving as a rectan-
gular area of compacted, heavily burnt clay that had
been edged by roughly finished stone slabs,
inserted vertically but subsequently collapsed. A
spread of charcoal-rich silt associated with its use
produced hammerscale and possible iron slag,
suggesting that the hearth was associated with
smithing. Food remains, especially a variety of fish
bones, hazelnut, a damson/bullace fragment and
cereals were also present, suggesting the prepara-
tion or consumption of food in the room (samples
2012, 2008, 2031, Jones, Chapter 7). A shallow
elongated pit (2543), measuring 0.16m deep, was
sited immediately adjacent to the hearth. It cut into
floor 2428 and contained charcoal at its base,
suggesting that it was a rake-out pit. It had subse-
quently been backfilled with compact grey-brown
clay containing refuse, including several cattle
horncores. Further spreads of charcoal associated
with the use of the hearth overlay the pit. Shallow
circular pits 2600 and 2648, possibly structural
features, may have been contemporary with the
early use of the building since they cut associated
make-up deposits but were sealed by floors associ-
ated with the use of the building during Period 3.
    The walls of the east room (2615 and 2536) were
substantial and measured 1.0-1.1m wide, and were
set in foundation trenches 0.30-0.68m deep. Sur -
viving to foundation level only, they comprised very
roughly hewn large sandstone blocks bonded by
brown clay. The north-western wall of the room had
been robbed during Period 3 and only a short stump
survived. The room was floored with compacted
gravel and limestone cobbles (2551, Group A5.7),
which abutted wall 2536 and probably served as a
stout working surface for the subsequent activities
in this part of the building. Located adjacent to the
south-western wall was a kidney-shaped pit (2493)
measuring 0.68m deep, into which parts of two
reused circular oak casks had been inserted (Fig.
2.25). The southern cask (2616) consisted of a base
0.89m in diameter, comprising three cant staves from
the cask head piece (Timbers T2000-2) and secured
by a cross batten (Timber T2003) by means of peg
holes in the staves. The sides of the barrel comprised
22 planks that survived to average height of 0.44m
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and contained narrow slots at their ends for
attaching the base (Timbers T2011 and T2012). A
fragment of a wooden hoop (Timber T2013) that
attached around the outside of the barrel also
survived. The north cask (2617) was slightly larger,
with a diameter of 0.96m but otherwise it was of
similar construction and probably represented the
sawn off half from the same barrel (see Allen,
Chapter 6). Dendrochronological dating obtained
from a stave from cask 2616 (Timber T2001) suggests
that the timber from which it was obtained was
felled after AD 1085. The base of both pits contained
a thick deposit of light brown grey organic-rich silt
that had a high lime content, and one contained a
large part of a 12th- to 13th-century Ham Green
Redware jar. Similar lime-like deposits were
observed to adhere to the sides of each barrel to a

height of 0.27-0.33m above their base. It comprised
hard/brittle, light yellowish cream concrete-like
residue made up of many thin laminated deposits
totalling 5mm thick that also seeped underneath the
barrel to a total accumulation of 15mm. It is probable
that these accretions had accumulated over a period
time and represent residues from lime-rich liquids
that were originally contained within the barrels. If
this interpretation is correct, this would suggest the
two pits were used for tanning, the fresh animal
hides being left to soak in lime, water and urine to
break down and loosen fat, flesh and hair on the
hide before it was scraped off. A total of nine cattle
horncores recovered from the fills of the northern
barrel would support this interpretation. A rectan-
gular pit (2634), measuring 0.48m deep, located
immediately to the north-east, may have been
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Fig. 2.22 Plan of Period 2 features east of Temple Street, Areas 4 and 5
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associated with this activity as it contained a large
number of cattle and sheep/goat horn cores. It may
have been a ‘handler’ pit associated with the tanning
activity.

The area immediately behind Building 2602
appears to have been set aside as an exterior yard,
comprising a surface of roughly placed and shaped
limestone slabs (2214).

Property TSE1(N)
Building 20018 (Group A5.10) (Figs 2.23 and 2.26-7)

Period 1 timber Building 2792, located adjacent to the
eastern edge of Temple Street frontage (see above),
appears to have been remodelled or rebuilt. Its south-
east extent was apparently shortened and delimited
by beam-slot 2690 (Fig. 2.26) which resulted in the
building measuring half its original length at c 4.1m.
Its line corresponded with the alignment of possible
tenement boundary ditch 2636. It measured 0.53m in
width and had straight, near vertical sides with a
slightly concave base and survived to a depth of 0.56-
0.75m. It terminated at its north-east end at a point
that corresponded with the south wall of Period 1
Building 2792. No other corresponding slots that
may have defined other elements of the structure
survived, though it presumably housed a timber
beam that formed its southern wall. The beam was
subsequently removed as it appears the trench had
largely been filled with hard brown clay. Substantial
posthole 2451, which contained large packing stones,
may have marked the north-eastern corner of the
structure and was similarly filled with hard brown
clay. The floor of the building was a 0.15m thick
spread of compacted reddish clay (2695, Fig. 2.27),
over which a thin layer of charcoal-rich silt had
accumulated.
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Fig. 2.23 Plan of Period 2 Buildings 2602 and 20018, TSE1(S) and TSE1(N)

Fig. 2.24 Hearth 2283 within Period 2 Building 2602,
TSE1(S), looking north-west. Scale 1m
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Structure 2795 (Group A5.8) (Fig 2.22)

Towards the rear of the property was a line of
straight sided shallow pits (2753, 2770, 2773 and
2795) that may have formed part of a timber struc-
ture (Structure 2795). They were set at an angle to
possible boundary ditch 2636 but otherwise
respected its north-west side. Three of the pits were
circular and measured 0.90-1.50m in diameter and
0.50-0.84m deep. The fourth pit (2753) was square at
its top though there was a slightly deeper oval hole,
possibly to accommodate a post, within its central
area. Packing stones found throughout its fill
suggest that it originally supported a post. Pit 2773
contained evidence of a postpipe c 0.50m across that
had been deliberately filled with red silty sand,
presumably after the post had been removed.

The only other features within the property were
three small, shallow pits which occupied the central
part of the property, immediately north-west of the
line of ditch 2636. The largest of the pits (2311) was
circular, measuring 1.26m in diameter and 0.38m in
depth and contained a thin layer of charcoal at its
base. 

Property TSE2 (Fig. 2.22)

The principle features in this property were two
possible buildings, comprising a possible street-front
building (Building 1408) that was identified largely
from floor surfaces that had slumped into the tops of
underlying features and a structure of more uncer-
tain form (Structure 20016) to the rear that may have
enclosed a timber-lined well or cesspit.

Building 1408 (Groups A4.5 and A4.6) (Figs 2.28-9)

Later during this period boundary ditch 1267 and
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Fig. 2.25 Casks 2616 and 2617 reused to line pit 2493
within Period 2 Building 2602, TSE1S, looking south-
west. Scale 2m

Fig. 2.26 Beamslot 2690, Period 2 Structure 20018,
TSE1(N), looking north-east. Scale 2m
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roadside ditch 1009 were infilled and a timber
building occupied the frontage area of the property.
Most of the evidence for the building came from floor
surfaces and occupation deposits that had slumped
into the tops of the earlier ditches and into the top of
pit 1111. The only possible structural elements
pertaining to the building (Group A4.5) were a group
of five beech stakes (1149-53) and a rectangular oak
post (1148) that measured 0.24m across. They rested
upon a thin board, also of oak, which had perhaps
been used to stop the post sinking into the under-
lying alluvium. The post was presumably originally

contained within a posthole, although no cut was
discernible. Two small pits (1107 and 1248) were
located nearby, one of which cut into drainage ditch
1267, and may have represented further elements of
this possible structure. Both pits contained iron-
working debris, including a fragment from a
smithing hearth. A sequence of slumped floor
surfaces (1044) 0.50m thick, comprising thin orange-
brown clay layers interleaved with thicker deposits
of charcoal and ash-rich black silty clay survived in
the top of ditch 1009 (Fig. 2.28). They contained a
considerable quantity of iron-working waste,
including 15 fragments from smithing hearth
bottoms and a quantity of hammerscale. Their
laminated and horizontal character suggested that
they represented floor surfaces that had been
replaced regularly in this area in order to counteract
slumping into the decaying organic fills of the under-
lying drainage ditches. A similar sequence was found
slumped into the top of ditch 1267 (Fig. 2.29). These
deposits also contained 13 smithing hearth bottoms
and a quantity of hammerscale.

Structure 20016 (Group A4.7) (Fig 2.22)

Located towards the rear of the property were the
remains of possible structure 20016 that may have
enclosed timber-lined pit 1353 and pit 1363. The
only elements that survived were two fairly
substantial rectangular postholes (1263 and 1388)
that were joined by a flat-bottomed slot (1384) that
may have defined part of its south-western side. It
is possible that the broken base of the post
survived within posthole 1388, since a sawn-off
fragment of oak was found near its base.
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Fig. 2.27 Floor 2695 of Period 2 Structure 20018, TSE1(N), looking south-east. Scale 2m

Fig. 2.28 Floor surfaces and occupation layers
(1044) of possible Period 2 Building 1408, slumped
into the tops of ditches 1009 and 2091, TSE2, looking
south-west. Scale 1m
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Unusually, cattle horncores were used as packing
in posthole 1263. A floor of compacted clay (1261)
and charcoal-rich silt seems also have been associ-
ated with the structure.

Pit 1353 (Fig. 2.30) was almost square and
measured c 1.7m across and 3.0m in depth with
straight vertical sides and a flat base. Despite its
depth, its base did not penetrate below the alluvial
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Fig. 2.29 Section through ditch 1267, showing slumped occupation deposits associated with possible Period 2
Building 1408, TSE2

Fig. 2.30 Timber-lined pit 1353, TSE2, Period 2, looking north-east. Scale 1m
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Fig. 2.31 Plan of Period 2 features north of Counterslip, Area 3 and the northern end of Area 2
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clays and so it would seem unlikely that it served as
a well. It was lined with timber shoring consisting of
four vertical corner posts jointed to horizontal beams
by mortice and tenon joints, though the mortices
were longer than was strictly necessary to house the
rails. One end fitted into a small mortice on one post
and the other dropped into a long groove in the
opposing face of the neighbouring post. These held
closely fitted paling comprising thin vertical planks
though these did not extend down to the base of the
pit. The resulting loose fit was then reinforced by
lengths of timber placed between the vertical pale
lining and the rails in order to push the ends of the
rails against the side of their respective housings.
Where the wood was identifiable to species, the
corner posts, horizontal railings and vertical pale
lining were of oak and were probably specifically
made for the lining. Horizontal timber ‘chocks’
between the wall of the lining and the horizontal rails
were of non-oak species including ash and beech.
Dendrochronological analysis was undertaken on
some of the timbers (Miles, Chapter 6), five of which
(all from paling) produced felling dates from the
winter of 1200/01, the remaining two dated more
broadly to 1199-1210 and 1200-22. Assuming that
these timbers were not reused, a date for the
construction of the lining could be the winter of 1200-
01 or perhaps some months afterwards. By contrast,
a date from a timber used to reinforce the area
between the oak pale lining and horizontal rails
(Timber T1075) produced a considerably earlier date
of 1124-56, which suggests that it had been reused
from an earlier structure. The earliest fill of the pit
comprised firm mid brown organic clay, largely
devoid of finds apart from an unusual bronze rotary
lock key. Above was a thick deposit of waterlogged
dark brown/black clay that represented the main fill
of the pit. It was rich in mineralised food plant
remains, especially bran, but included fruit seeds
such as strawberry, plum/damson and bramble,
suggestive of cess (sample 1135, Jones, Chapter 7).
The presence of straw could suggest that it was used
to dampen the unpleasant fill within a cesspit. It also
contained several sheep and cattle horncores,
fragments from a leather shoe and a leather seam
fragment with grain/flesh stitching.

North of Counterslip
A small number of features were recorded on the
north frontage of medieval Counterslip, which are
likely to represent tenements similar to those that
fronted onto Temple Street, although preservation
was less good (Fig. 2.31). This included evidence for
boundaries between tenements and indirect
evidence for buildings. In the northern part of Area
5, evidence was found for early revetment of the
riverbank.

Building 8057 (Groups A3.2 and A3.3) (Figs 2.31-2)

A series of ovens and occupation surfaces were
probably contained within a building fronting the

north side of medieval Counterslip, although no
structural features were found within the area
exposed. The earliest deposits were a series of
compacted clay make-up layers (8025, Group A3.2,
Fig. 2.31) with frequent burnt clay and much
pottery including a sherd from a Bridgwater-type
jar, suggesting a construction date early during the
13th century (Group A3.3). Parts of two circular
stone-built ovens (8036 and 8049) were revealed
toward the presumed rear of the building. The
earliest oven (8049) had been almost entirely
robbed and survived as a 0.12m deep pit with a
charcoal-rich fill, with the underlying deposits
scorched red from its use. It had been replaced by
oven 8036 (Fig. 2.32), which had itself been largely
truncated by a subsequent later oven during
Period 3. Oven 8036 measured 1.4m in diameter
with a curving wall made from unfinished
sandstone blocks with an irregular coursing. The
remains of the floor of the oven survived as a layer
of edge-set sandstone blocks. To the south of the
ovens were spreads of charcoal rich silts (8024 and
8051) that were probably associated with their use.
North of the oven 8036 were the remains of a stone
floor (8035) composed of large subangular
sandstone pieces.

Boundary walls and occupation in Area 3b (Group 3.10)
(Fig. 2.31)

A small number of truncated walls and other
features survived within the eastern part of Area 3b,
possibly representing a property delimited by wall
foundations 9163/9156 to the west and by wall 9028
to the east, both aligned at right-angles to the line of
Counterslip. Both walls were constructed with
roughly hewn stone bonded with clay and were
0.68-0.85m in width. The lack of surviving stratig-
raphy in this area rendered dating of these walls
difficult, but pottery from the construction trench of
wall 9163 placed it within this period at the earliest.
A substantial stone-packed posthole (9164) was
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Fig. 2.32 Oven 8036 and stone floor 8035, Period 2
Building 8057, north of Counterslip, looking north-east.
Scales 1m
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recorded on the same alignment as the western
boundary wall of the tenement and may have
formed part of the same boundary or a timber
precursor. Both walls were replaced on the same
alignment during the post-medieval period (see
Period 7, Chapter 4). A short stretch of a third
sandstone wall foundation (5111), measuring 0.5m
in width, may have occupied the adjacent property
to the west and was overlain by a levelling layer of
late 13th- to 14th-century date.
    The area between the walls seems to have
initially remained undeveloped, since a large sub-
rectangular pit (9111) occupied the central area of
the street frontage. The pit measured 1.8 x 1.5m and
was at least 1.7m in depth. It contained nine fills, the
earliest fills being blueish in colour, suggesting that
the pit had been waterlogged. The rest of the fills
were made up of alternate layers of rich dark brown
silts and blueish or yellow-grey clays, perhaps
representing periodic ‘capping’ between deposi-
tions of pungent waste. Four fragments of leather
(SF 9001.1, SF 9001.2 and SF 11039) were recovered,
one a small triangular piece of cattle hide and the
others fragments of shoe leather. It may have been a
cesspit or well given that concerted efforts were
made to stabilise its upper levels with large
sandstone blocks.

A small area of stratigraphy survived immedi-
ately to the north of the pit and comprised the
remnants of a stone-built oven or hearth (9132) with
an adjacent stone floor made of unfinished and
unbonded sandstones (9181). Both sealed a thin clay

layer and an overlying charcoal-rich silt that was
rich in pottery, including a sherd of French Fine
White Sandy ware (1170-1275). The floor levels and
oven may have been associated with a building that
did not otherwise survive. The charcoal-rich silt
layer also yielded two smithing hearth bottoms and
a small rectangular stone vessel, possibly a lamp
(see Chapter 6, SF 9002).

The river-front (Groups A3.17 and A3.24)
The southern edge of the earlier river channel was
recorded towards the north end of Area 3c as 5280
(Group A3.17) and within Area 3d further to the
east as 11010 (Group A3.24). Along the edge of the
channel in Area 3c were the remains of a wooden
revetment (5256) consisting of 21 thin (max 0.08m in
diameter) beech stakes with pointed bases (Fig.
2.33), some with tool marks where they had been
sharpened. The upper part of the revetment had
been truncated, leaving a maximum surviving
height of 0.9m. These stakes are likely to have
formed part of a wattle type fence defining the
waterfront. The fills of the channel did not contain
any anthropogenic material, and the wooden stakes
were not suitable for dendrochronological dating,
meaning it has not been possible to date the revet-
ment. However, the river edge and revetment was
overlain by a layer of alluvium (5267/5110, not
illustrated) which contained one large sherd of a
Ham Green ware jug or spouted picher dated to
1170-1275, indicating that the revetment was
constructed by this time. Within Area 3d, the river
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Fig. 2.33 Period 2 riverfront revetment 5256, looking north-west. Scales 1m and 2m
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channel contained layers of blue grey waterlain silt
and layers of darker silty clay loam material, which
contained domestic rubbish that had been dumped
into the river, presumably from nearby settlement.
Environmental evidence included remains of fruit
and nuts, as well as bone, fish bone, eggshell and
oyster, with cereal bran pointing to some of this

originating from cess. Remains were also present
from the dye plants madder, weld and dyer’s green-
weed, along with fuller’s teasel achenes and recep-
tacular bracts. These provide some of the earliest
evidence from the site for dyeing and for the use of
teasel heads for fulling (sample 10002, Chapter 7
and DVD section 02.20).
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